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The effects of spin-polarized quasiparticle transport in superconducting YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! epitaxial
films are investigated by means of current injection into perovskite ferromagnet-insulator-superconductor
~F-I-S! heterostructures. These effects are compared with the injection of simple quasiparticles into control
samples of perovskite nonmagnetic metal-insulator-superconductor~N-I-S!. Systematic studies of the critical
current density (Jc) as a function of the injection current density (Jin j ), temperature (T), and the thickness~d!
of the superconductor reveal drastic differences between the F-I-S and N-I-S heterostructures, with strong
suppression ofJc and a rapidly increasing characteristic transport length near the superconducting transition
temperatureTc only in the F-I-S samples. The temperature dependence of the efficiency (h[DJc /Jin j ; DJc :
the suppression of critical current due to finiteJin j ! in the F-I-S samples is also in sharp contrast to that in the
N-I-S samples, suggesting significant redistribution of quasiparticles in F-I-S due to the longer lifetime of
spin-polarized quasiparticles. Application of conventional theory for nonequilibrium superconductivity to these
data further reveal that a substantial chemical potential shiftm* in F-I-S samples must be invoked to account
for the experimental observation, whereas no discernible chemical potential shift exists in the N-I-S samples,
suggesting strong effects of spin-polarized quasiparticles on cuprate superconductivity. The characteristic times
estimated from our studies are suggestive of anisotropic spin relaxation processes, possibly with spin-orbit
interaction dominating thec-axis spin transport and exchange interaction prevailing within the CuO2 planes.
Several alternative scenarios attempted to account for the suppression of critical currents in F-I-S samples are
also critically examined, and are found to be neither compatible with experimental data nor with the established
theory of nonequilibrium superconductivity.

PACS number~s!: 74.50.1r, 74.40.1k, 74.80.Dm, 74.60.Jg
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I . INTRODUCTION

One of the most intriguing open questions associated w
high-temperature superconductivity is the relevance
dx22y2-wave pairing symmetry1,2 and antiferromagnetic spin
correlation3 to the pairing mechanism, and the possibility
spin-charge separation due to either the resonant-vale
bond ~RVB! scenario4–6 or the existence of charge
stripes.7,8 A natural consequence of thedx22y2-wave pairing
symmetry in the hole-doped (p-type! cuprate
superconductors1,2 is an anisotropic pairing potential and th
existence of nodal quasiparticles that are responsible for
unconventional low-energy excitation spectra.9,10The doping
of holes into the oxygen 2p orbitals in the CuO2 planes is
known to incur spin fluctuations in the cuprates due to
frustration of nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic Cu21-Cu21

correlation, and the existence of spin fluctuations has b
suggested as relevant to thedx22y2-wave pairing in the
cuprates.3 The antiferromagnetic correlation has also mo
vated the RVB scenario that could lead to spin-charge se
ration and the marginal Fermi-liquid~MFL! electronic
behavior11 in the normal state. However, to date there h
been no direct evidence for spin-charge separation in
cuprates.

The existence ofdx22y2-wave pairing and antiferromag
netic correlation is also believed to be responsible for
unusual response of p-type cuprates to quantum
impurities.12–16That is, the substitution of Cu21 by nonmag-
netic impurities~such as Li1, Zn21, Mg21, and Al31) in the
CuO2 planes of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox and YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO!
systems has revealed stronger pair-breaking effects than
th
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magnetic impurities~such as Ni21),17–28 in sharp contrast to
the insensitivity of conventional superconductors to nonm
netic impurities.29,30 In light of the unconventional respons
to static magnetic and nonmagnetic impurities and in sea
of possible evidence for spin-charge separation in
cuprates,31 a feasible experimental approach is to comp
the spin and charge transport in the cuprate superconduc
Such investigation may be conducted by comparing the
prate response to externally injected simple and sp
polarized quasiparticles, and the physical description for
experimental phenomena would involve concepts of n
equilibrium superconductivity.32

Nonequilibrium superconductivity and its associated p
nomena have been studied extensively since the 1970s,33 and
the primary focus of the research has been on the effect
either simple ~i.e., spin-degenerate! quasiparticle injec-
tion34–38or photon-induced Cooper-pair breaking and qua
particle redistribution39–45 in conventionals-wave supercon-
ductors. The nonequilibrium effects have yielded observat
of both enhancement39–43 and suppression34–38,45 of super-
conductivity. In the rarely studied case of injection of spi
polarized quasiparticles, two primary effects on the suppr
sion of superconductivity must be considered.46 One is
associated with the resulting excess magnetic moments
break the time-reversal symmetry in singl
superconductors.47 The other is the excess momentum a
the nonequilibrium quasiparticle distribution that modify th
energy spectrum of the superconductor.32,33 In the absence of
significant scattering by either magnetic impurities or spi
orbit coupling, the transport lifetime of spin-polarized qua
particles is expected to be much longer than that of sim
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quasiparticles due to the low probability of pair recombin
tion with other quasiparticles.46 However, the complexity of
the combined effects aforementioned has limited theoret
development at the microscopic level for spin-polarized q
siparticle transport in superconductors.

Spin injection into superconductors can be accomplis
by passing electrical currents through a ferromagnet be
the tunneling across a thin insulating barrier into
superconductor.48,49 In recent years, the injection of spin
polarized current in perovskite ferromagnet–insulato
superconductor~F-I-S! heterostructures has attracted sign
cant experimental interest.50–54 This technique utilizes the
excellent lattice match among various perovskite mater
for epitaxial film growth52 of the heterostructures, and als
takes advantage of the half-metallic ferromagnetism of p
ovskite manganites55–59 that yield much better spin polariza
tion than typical metallic ferromagnets. Thus, investigat
the characteristic spin and charge relaxation and trans
processes in the perovskite F-I-S and N-I-S devices can
unique vehicle for probing nonequilibrium superconductiv
and possibly the pairing mechanism in the cuprates. Ind
strong suppression of the superconducting critical current
been observed in cuprate superconductors by injecting
rents from the underlying half-metallic ferromagnetic ma
ganite films.50–53,60 In our recent publication,52,53 possible
complications due to Joule heating incurred from large inj
tion currents through resistive insulator and ferromagnet
ers were minimized by employing a pulsed curre
technique.52,53 The resulting experimental data reveal ins
nificant effects of simple quasiparticle injection in the cont
samples of perovskite non-magnetic metal-insulat
superconductor ~N-I-S! heterostructures, whereas F-I-
samples with comparable geometry exhibit strong supp
sion of critical currents and significant modification to t
quasiparticle density of states~DOS!.53,54 Consequently, the
experimental findings are attributed to the dynamic pa
breaking effects of spin-polarized quasiparticles as a resu
excess magnetic moments and quasipart
redistribution.52–54

Despite a significant number of experimental reports t
are supportive of the effects of spin-injection in cuprat
many important issues are yet to be resolved. Experim
tally, determining the magnitude and temperature dep
dence of the spin-relaxation length and time has proven to
elusive. Theoretically, microscopic interactions of externa
injected spin-polarized quasiparticles with the Cooper p
and existing quasiparticles in cuprate superconductors
main unknown. Nonetheless, the intrinsic anisotropy in
cuprate superconducting order parameter due to the pred
nant dx22y2-wave pairing symmetry28,61–63 and the weakly
interacting-layered structure64 are expected to be relevant
the spin and charge transport. For instance, the in-p
simple quasiparticle recombination time tR in
DyBa2Cu3O72d is found to be significantly longer (tR
'1026–1025 s) than the typical values (tR
'1029–1027 s) in conventional superconductors. This ph
nomenon is attributed to the tendency of simple quasipa
cles relaxing towards the zeros of the superconducting
and also to the reduced scattering rate of nodal quasipart
-
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by phonons.65 In addition to the interaction with nodal qua
siparticles, quasistatic injection of spin-polarized quasipa
cles into the cuprates can suppress the antiferromagnetic
relation in the CuO2 planes, which may result in significan
and long-range effects on the cuprate superconductiv
similar to the strong influence of nonmagnetic quantum i
purities in the CuO2 planes.16

In this report, we extend our previous studies of noneq
librium superconductivity by quantifying various characte
istics of spin injection in F-I-S with a range of thickness f
the superconducting layer. Studies of N-I-S partner hete
structures are also included as controls. By comparing
degree of critical current suppressionDJc in the presence of
external injection at different YBCO thickness, we are ab
to infer a rapidly increasingc-axis spin relaxation length nea
Tc in F-I-S, while no such divergence exists in the N-I
samples. Furthermore, an empirically defined efficiencyh,
which measures the suppression of critical currents due
injected quasiparticles!, is studied in detail for both F-I-S and
N-I-S systems. We find that the efficiency in F-I-S is strong
dependent on temperature and exhibits nonmonotonic de
dence on the injection current density (Jin j ). In contrast, the
efficiency in N-I-S is smaller than that in F-I-S for all tem
peratures and is monotonic withJin j . These results sugges
that spin-polarized quasiparticles exert strong effects on s
pressing the cuprate superconductivity, probably due to t
strong influence on the short-range Cu21-Cu21 antiferromag-
netic coupling and the intimate correlation of supercond
tivity with the background antiferromagnetism. We also cri
cally examine several alternative scenarios attempting
account for the experimental findings without invoking t
effects of spin injection, and find that these alternative s
narios are neither compatible with empirical facts nor co
sistent with any established theory of nonequilibrium sup
conductivity. Finally, we remark that our work is primaril
concerned with the spin and charge transport properties
side the superconducting cuprates after quasiparticle tr
mission across the interfaces of the heterostructures. Fo
depth consideration of quasiparticle transport across
interface of unconventional superconductors with vario
types of metals and for different crystalline axes, the read
may refer to other theoretical studies66–71 and experimental
investigation.72,73

This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II the sam
fabrication and characterization together with the experim
tal methods are described. The results derived from our
periments are given in Sec. III, with detailed analysis p
sented in Sec. IV. A critical examination of sever
alternative scenarios is given in Sec. V. Finally, Sec. VI su
marizes our findings and the physical implications of t
results.

II. EXPERIMENT

The c-axis-oriented trilayer F~N!-I-S heterostructures
used in this work contained YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! as the
superconductor, SrTiO3 ~STO! as the insulator,
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 ~LSMO! or La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 ~LCMO! as the
ferromagnet, and LaNiO3 ~LNO! as the nonmagnetic meta
A number of devices were studied with different thickness
of the constituent layers, and for the F-I-S devices, the cho
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of either LSMO or LCMO did not yield any discernibl
differences.52 The thickness of YBCO ranged from 40 nm
160 nm, of LSMO or LCMO and of LNO was kept consta
at 100 nm, and of STO was either 2 nm or 3.5 nm. T
samples were fabricated using the pulsed laser depos
technique on (6 mm36 mm) LaAlO3 ~LAO! substrates,
with either LSMO or LNO as the lower layer and YBCO a
the top layer, and the insulator buffering in between. Det
of the fabrication condition have been given elsewhere.57,58

The close lattice match among the constituent layers of
perovskite F-I-S and the substrates facilitated epitaxial fi
growth,50 thus minimizing strong spin–flip scattering at th
interface and preserving spin polarization during injectio
For electrical contact, each of the YBCO and STO~LNO!
layers had four gold pads placed on top using sputte
deposition. The compositional quality of these heterostr
tures were examined using x-ray photoelectron spectrosc
~XPS!.52 To ensure no discernible reaction between lay
during the growth process, XPS studies of bilayers
YBCO/STO and STO/LSMO on LAO were monitored an
the absence of reaction within;0.1 atomic percent for a
least the top 10 nm of the YBCO layer was confirmed.

To further verify the quality of samples, electrical tran
port measurements were performed on both the super
ducting and ferromagnetic layers to determine the norm
state resistivityrn and the transition temperaturesTc and
TCurie. In addition, scanning tunneling spectroscopy was a
performed on the YBCO layer of the F-I-S and N-I-
samples, and the superconducting gap value was found t
consistent with that of the optimally doped YBCO sing
crystals.53,54 The LAO substrate was chosen because it h
been demonstrated to be the substrate that yielded minim
lattice strain and the best magnetization alignment for
thin-film growth of manganites.57,58,74Our characterizations
revealed that the resistivity of each constituent layer of
heterostructures and the Curie temperature (TCurie) of the
ferromagnetic manganites were all comparable to those
the corresponding single crystalline materials.52 Since the re-
sistivity of the manganite is known to couple strongly to t
magnetic properties and therefore is a characterization for
quality of the manganite, a manganite layer with resistiv
comparable to that of a single crystal implies large and re
tively well aligned ferromagnetic domains.57–59,74. We also
note that the temperature dependence of the resistivity in
manganite layer always exhibited either a maximum o
distinct change in slope nearTCurie (;260 K for LCMO and
;320 K for LSMO! which was characteristic of high
quality ferromagnetic manganites.57,58,75On the other hand
the superconducting transition temperature (Tc) of YBCO
varied somewhat among devices, ranging from 84 to 90
with no apparent correlation with the YBCO thickness. W
attribute theTc variation to uncertainties in the substra
temperature during the thin film growth. Due to the variati
in Tc , the temperature dependence of various physical qu
tities of YBCO shall be considered in reduced temperat
(T/Tc) rather than absolute temperatureT.

The critical current (I c) measurements of the YBCO wer
made with the pulsed current technique, which synchroni
two pulsed current generators that supplied a measurem
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current through YBCO and an injection current through t
metallic underlayer, reference to a common ground, as il
trated in Fig. 1~a!. The advantage of this method was

FIG. 1. ~a! Block diagram of the pulsed-current measureme
setup.~b! Representative current-voltage (I -V) characteristics of an
F-I-S sample at (T/Tc)50.46, showing a significant left shift of the
I -V curve and a substantial suppression ofJc upon injection of
currents from a ferromagnetic layer.~c! RepresentativeI -V charac-
teristics of an N-I-S sample at (T/Tc)50.4, showing a much
smaller left shift of theI -V curve and much weaker suppression
Jc than those in the F-I-S samples upon injection of compara
currents from a nonmagnetic layer.
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eliminate undesired Joule heating on the YBCO from pow
dissipation in the event when high current leve
(,300 mA) passed through the electrical contacts and
resistive metallic underlayer. A 1:1000 ratio of the puls
current width (tw) to period (tp) was chosen, which yielded
a negligible temperature increase (,10 mK) in the YBCO
during maximum current injection, monitored within situ
thermometry using the resistivity of the manganite. T
pulse width used for this work wastw5300 ms. Also shown
in Fig. 1~a! is a schematic illustration of the dimension of th
as-grown heterostructures and the positions of the electro
The lateral dimension of the LSMO or LNO was (
36) mm2, and that of the YBCO layer was (632) mm2.

In addition to the as-grown heterostructures descri
above, we also attempted measurements on two sets of F
devices with much smaller lateral dimensions for the YBC
layer, ~including 1003100 mm2, 103100 mm2, 5
3100 mm2, 23100 mm2, and 13100 mm2), which were
patterned using photolithography and ion milling techniqu
The first set of F-I-S devices were made on YBCO/ST
LSMO of thicknesses 100 nm/2 nm/100 nm. The second
were on similar samples of thicknesses 100 nm/3.5 nm/
nm. We found that the normal-state YBCO layer of the p
terned F-I-S samples generally exhibited larger resistivity,
a factor of 2 to 3, than those of single crystals and as-gro
heterostructures, suggesting some deterioration of the
sample quality after device processing. In particular, am
the various lateral widths of YBCO in the patterned F-I
devices, no superconducting transition was observed for
2 mm and 1 mm devices, although they were electrical
continuous. It is therefore reasonable to infer that the dam
to the edge of the YBCO layer due to the patterning proc
extended over a width on the order of a few microns. T
damaged region was comparable to the experimentally
mated transfer length of;1.8 mm for the first set of F-I-S
and ;3.5 mm for the second set, where the trans
length76–78is a measure of the characteristic region in len
that the injected current transfers from the underlying la
into the YBCO superconductor. Thus, the degree of spin
larization for the injected currents in the patterned F-I-S
vices might have been much weakened because of st
magnetic impurity scattering within the damaged region
the interface. Furthermore, the YBCO layer of the pattern
F-I-S devices exhibited a gradual degradation in bothTc and
Jc0 after each thermal cycling, together with sporadic sup
ficial discoloration after large external current injectio
Similar attempts on patterning N-I-S devices yielded ev
worse results, with severe degradation to the samples so
the YBCO layer was either only superconducting below 20
or not superconducting at all down to 4.2 K. Hence, it
difficult to draw reliable conclusions from data taken
these patterned devices, pending further improvements
device processing to achieve better sample quality and
bustness.

In Fig. 1~b!, genericI -V curves of an F-I-S heterostruc
ture with zero and a finite injection current are shown. T
curve symmetric about the zero-current axis correspond
the I -V data in the presence of no current injection. Fo
given temperature, we define the current values that drive
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YBCO superconductor to register13 mV and 23 mV
across its voltage terminals (;3 mm apart! as the critical
currentsI c

1 andI c
2 , respectively. The second curve to the le

shows a shiftedI -V curve because of an external injectio
current I in j that increases the total current passing throu
the superconductor. This effect is present for the injection
both simple and spin-polarized quasiparticles. The obser
narrowing of the gap in between theI c

1 and I c
2 values with

increasingI in j is the result of critical current suppression d
the apparent deterioration of superconductivity from the
ternal perturbation. Therefore, the critical current under q
siparticle injection is defined asI c5(I c

12I c
2)/2, and that in

the absence of quasiparticle injection isI c0(T). The magni-
tude of the shift in theI -V is related to the amount of curren
entering the superconductor from the underlayer current
jection and is hereafter defined asI in j . Such shifts are al-
ways present under external injection, as exemplified in F
1~b! and 1~c! for F-I-S and N-I-S samples with comparab
thicknesses of YBCO and similar reduced temperatures.
critical current densityJc and the injection current densit
Jin j are obtained by dividing the corresponding currents
the cross section of the superconductor. We note in Figs.~b!
and 1~c! that suppression inJc is much more significant in
the F-I-S sample. AdditionalI -V curves for F-I-S hetero-
structures at other reduced temperatures and for a rang
injection currents are shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! for further

FIG. 2. RepresentativeI -V characteristics of F-I-S samples wit
YBCO thickness of~a! 40 nm at (T/Tc)50.46 and~b! 160 nm at
(T/Tc)50.33 for a range of injection currents. This illustrates t
significantJc suppression observed in the thin YBCO heterostr
ture ~a!.
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Besides the effect of injection currents onJc , we have

also reported previously52 that the low-temperature critica
current densityJc0 in the absence of injection is sensitive
the thickness of the insulator barrier of the F-I-S heterostr
tures, with systematically increasingJc0 for samples with
thicker insulating barriers and otherwise identical lateral
mensions. Similar finding has also been confirmed in
patterned F-I-S devices. Furthermore, theJc0 values of N-I-S
samples at low temperatures were larger than the corresp
ing Jc0 of F-I-S samples with the same lateral dimensio
and barrier thickness. Such a systematic dependence
ruled out the possibility that self-field induced edge-vort
dissipation might have been the primary cause ofJc0 sup-
pression with decreasing insulating barrier, and has been
tributed to a ‘‘self-injection’’ phenomenon.52,79

It is worth noting that the pulsed-current setup employ
in our experiment involved the use of pulsed-voltage gene
tors, which linked sources with output impedances com
rable to the relevant resistance in the measurement cir
This setup therefore resulted in a finite, but small, leak
current flow through the pulse generator upon the introd
tion of injection current from the underlayer. Howeve
simple circuit analysis and direct calibration had indica
that the leakage current was less than 10% of the tota
jected current for all measurements. In principle, decoup
current paths can be achieved with smaller and lithogra
cally defined devices and with the use of high outp
impedance current sources. Indeed we have made and
ied several F-I-S devices with smaller lateral dimensio
ranging from 100mm to 1 mm. However, due to the afore
mentioned issues with sample quality and edge damage
perimental results obtained on these patterned F-I-S dev
were not conclusive. Hence, we shall concentrate on the
perimental studies of the larger as-grown devices in this
port, and only return to some of the results obtained on
patterned devices in Sec. V to address issues concernin
ternative hypotheses for the suppression of critical curre
in F-I-S heterostructures.

A useful definition for experimental characterization
our devices, in normalized current densities, is given by

h~T,Jin j ![
DJc~T,Jin j !

Jin j
[

@Jc0~T!2Jc~T,Jin j !#

Jin j
, ~1!

whereh is defined as the efficiency of quasiparticle injecti
that relates the magnitude of critical current suppression
given amount of injection current. The temperature and
jection current dependence of the efficiency for the F-I-S a
N-I-S heterostructures with the same YBCO thickness
provide insightful comparison for the spin and charge tra
port in the cuprate superconductors.

In addition to the dependence of critical currents onJin j
and (T/Tc), we have investigated F-I-S and N-I-S samp
with difference thicknesses of YBCO in order to deduce
able information for a characteristic spin relaxation leng
(ds). A number of F-I-S devices with different YBCO thick
nesses (d540 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm, and 160 nm) togeth
with their corresponding N-I-S control samples (d550 nm
-
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and 100 nm) have been fabricated and studied. We note
the Jc0 values at 4.2 K were not a monotonic function ofd,
with Jc055.83104 A/cm2 for d540 nm, 5.2
3104 A/cm2 for d550 nm, 7.03104 A/cm2 for d
5100 nm, and 1.53104 A/cm2 for d5160 nm. Detailed
current-injection effects on these F-I-S and N-I-S samp
are described in the following section.

III. RESULTS

The critical current density (Jc) provides a macroscopic
measure that empirically characterizes the effect of quasi
ticle injection on superconductivity. Given a constant thic
ness of the insulating barrier and the same lateral dimens
of the superconductor,Jc is determined by the temperatur
(T), the injection current density (Jin j ), the characteristic
sample dimension~d! along the direction of quasiparticl
injection, and the microscopic mechanism for quasiparti
transport across the interface and interaction in the super
ductor. The dependence ofJc on the YBCO thickness is the
result of a finite quasiparticle relaxation length along thec
axis of the superconductor if all other parameters are kept
same. Through this dependence, we can estimate thec-axis
spin-polarized and simple quasiparticle relaxation lengths
studying F-I-S and N-I-S with a range of different YBC
thickness. Two sets of representativeJc-vs-Jin j isotherms
taken on F-I-S heterostructures withd540 and 160 nm are
shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, respectively. We found tha
nearly full suppression of critical current could be achiev

FIG. 3. Jc-vs-Jin j isotherms of~a! an F-I-S sample with YBCO
thicknessd540 nm andJc055.83104 A/cm2 at 4.2 K; „b… an
F-I-S sample with YBCO thicknessd5160 nm andJc051.5
3104 A/cm2 at 4.2 K.
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at lower reduced temperatures in the F-I-S with a thinner~40
nm! YBCO than that with a thicker~160 nm! YBCO F-I-S
heterostructure, with the latter only beginning to exhibit d
cernible suppression due to current injection above the
duced temperature.0.97. This result is consistent with th
notion of a finitec-axis spin-polarized quasiparticle rela
ation length. That is, the manifestation of nearly compl
critical current suppression should correlate closely with
c-axis spin-relaxation lengthds

c(T) approaching the YBCO
thickness (d). Thus, we expect spin-polarized quasipartic
to survive throughout nearly the entire thickness of YBC
when strongJc suppression is observed. Under this premi
studies of theJc-vs-Jin j isotherms for F-I-S samples wit
different YBCO thicknesses can provide a viable measure
the temperature dependence of thec-axis spin-relaxation
length. In contrast, the relative ratio of critical current su
pression by a finiteJin j at a given (T/Tc) was appreciably
smaller in the N-I-S samples, as shown in Refs. 52 and
where no discernibleJc suppression could be detected in
N-I-S sample with a YBCO thicknessd5100 nm.

To estimate thec-axis spin-relaxation lengthds
c(T) in

YBCO, we empirically related the YBCO thicknessd of each
F-I-S heterostructure to a characteristic reduced tempera
@T* (d)/Tc# at which (Jc /Jc0)<0.1 is satisfied under a con
stantJin j . This assignment was based on the assumption
the observation of strong suppression inJc corresponded to
the conditionds

c→d for (T/Tc)→@T* (d)/Tc#, provided that
the lateral dimensions of all samples were kept identic
Similar criterion could be applied to the N-I-S samples
define thec-axis charge relaxation lengthdQ

c . The correla-
tion of (T* /Tc) with the corresponding thickness (d) of the
F-I-S heterostructure is shown in Fig. 4, suggesting a ch
acteristic lengthds

c @;d for (T/Tc)→(T* /Tc)# increased
rapidly nearTc . The diverging characteristic length was a
tributed to a vanishing superconducting gap nearTc ,32 and
was only detectable in the F-I-S heterostructures. We fur
remark that the diverging behavior in F-I-S samples was
likely the result of any extrinsic effect such as systematica
varying quality of YBCO with its thickness for the following
reasons. All F-I-S samples had comparableTc while theirJc0
values at 4.2 K were not monotonic with increasing fi
thickness, with minimumJc0;1.53104 A/cm2 associated

FIG. 4. Characteristicc-axis spin-relaxation lengthds
c as a func-

tion of reduced temperature (T/Tc) for the F-I-S heterostructures.
-
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with the sample of maximum thicknessd5160 nm. Further-
more, in contrast to the observation in F-I-S samples,
obvious crossover temperatureT* could be found in N-I-S
samples for rapid decrease ofJc with Jin j . Thus, the occur-
rence of strong injection-induced superconductivity suppr
sion ~with Jc,;0.1Jc0) at larger values of (T* /Tc) for
thicker F-I-S samples could not be ascribed to the resul
better superconductivity in thicker YBCO.

The contrast in the temperature dependence ofds
c and of

dQ
c for the F-I-S and N-I-S samples could be attributed to

significantly longer lifetime of spin-polarized quasiparticl
relative to that of simple quasiparticles,33,46so that the injec-
tion of simple quasiparticles did not result in complete su
pression ofJc in N-I-S samples for all temperatures of ou
studies. In other words, the conditionJc(T,Jin j ),
;0.1Jc0(T) could not be realized in the N-I-S sample
within our experimental resolution,52,53 so that the charge
relaxation lengthdQ

c appeared to be always smaller thand for
all temperatures of our study. We shall discuss this phen
enon and the contrast between F-I-S and N-I-S samples m
quantitatively in Sec. IV.

In addition to the strong dependence of theJc-vs-Jin j be-
havior on the thickness of F-I-S heterostructures, we a
compared the efficienciesh(T,Jin j ) in F-I-S and N-I-S
samples, which were considered to better quantify the s
pression ofJc due to nonequilibrium quasiparticle injection
Our definition of the efficiency in Eq.~1! is equivalent to the
definition of a ‘‘gain’’ in the devices by others.50,51As shown
in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, a distinct contrast was observed b
tween the isotherms of the efficiency in F-I-S (hs) and those
in N-I-S (hn) devices as a function ofJin j . In general,hs in
F-I-S was significantly larger than the correspondinghn in
N-I-S for all reduced temperatures. Evidently, an anomal
strong decrease inhs with increasingJin j was found only in
F-I-S samples at low temperatures. Furthermore, for redu
temperatures 0.16<(T/Tc)<0.31 in F-I-S, hs exhibited a
nonmonotonic dependence withJin j , and then became
monotonically increasing withJin j for 0.31,(T/Tc),1. In-
terestingly, we note that at low spin-polarized quasiparti
injections, the ‘‘gain’’ was actually greater than unity. In co
trast,hn for the control N-I-S devices appeared to increa
monotonically withJin j at all temperatures, and the magn
tude ofhn was always much smaller than unity.

IV. ANALYSIS

The seemingly surprising contrast between the F-I-S
N-I-S samples may be understood in the context of differ
quasiparticle relaxation mechanisms and nonequilibri
quasiparticle distributions. Generally speaking, an adequ
description for nonequilibrium superconductivity must i
volve consideration of the quasiparticle energyEk and the
quasiparticle distribution functionf k in the superconductor
wherek denotes the quasiparticle momentum. In princip
an explicit expression forEk can be obtained by solving th
Bogoliubov–de Gennes equations,32,80 provided that the ex-
act HamiltonianH for the superconductor is known. In the
modynamic equilibrium, the quasiparticle energy associa
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with the unperturbed HamiltonianH0 is Ek05(Dk
21jk

2)1/2,
wherejk([«k2«F) is the single particle energy«k relative
to the Fermi level«F , and Dk is the pairing potential.32,80

For ans-wave superconductorDk is a constant, whereas for
puredx22y2-pairing superconductor,Dk'Dd cos 2uk , anduk

is an angle measured from one of the antinodes of the o
parameter in momentum space.1,2 The injection of external
quasiparticles is expected to interact with the supercondu
through an interaction HamiltonianHI and to modify the
quasiparticle energy and the distribution of quasiparti
states through the total HamiltonianH5H01HI , provided
that the perturbative approximation is valid. In the abse
of available theory for nonequilibrium quasiparticle distrib
tions in a strongly correlatedd-wave superconductor, w
consider in the following analyses of our data based on c
ventional theory of nonequilibrium superconductivity, a
discuss the implication of results thus derived from F-I-S a
N-I-S samples.

Consider a simple case where a uniform supercurrent w

a velocity vW s5JW s /(nse) exists in the superconductor. Th
finite momentum associated with the supercurrentJs is found
to change the quasiparticle energyEkn and the distribution
function f kn as follows:32

FIG. 5. ~a! Efficiency hs-vs-Jin j isotherms of an F-I-S sampl
with YBCO thicknessd540 nm. Inset: Simulated results using E
~8!. ~b! Efficiency hn-vs-Jin j isotherms of an N-I-S sample with
YBCO thicknessd550 nm. Inset: Simulated results using Eq.~3!.
er

or

e

e

n-

d

th

Ekn5Ek01\kF•vs /m* [Ek01dEJ ,

f kn5$11exp@Ekn /~kBT!#%21, ~2!

wherekF is the quasiparticle momentum at the Fermi lev
Using thedx22y2-wave pairing potential in optimally dope
YBCO with Dd'30 meV,61–63 and the single particle ener
gies «k derived from the tight-binding band structur
calculations81 with parameters tabulated in Table I, we fin
that Ek0@udEJu is satisfied for typical supercurrents (Jc
5104–105 A/cm2 for T!Tc) sustainable in the YBCO su
perconducting layers. Thus, we expectf kn;0.

In the event that a quasiparticle currentJin j is externally
injected into a superconductor that already carries a su
current, the situation becomes more complex because
externally injected quasiparticles must redistribute the
selves among available states that obey the Pauli exclu
principle for fermions, and the redistribution must involv
inelastic and elastic scattering processes. Therefore the
jected quasiparticle momenta relative to the supercurren
rection and the lattice momenta are not well defined due
the involvement of scattering processes,32 and it is not un-
common that a current-carrying superconductor with an
tial supercurrentJs can remain superconducting under
external injection currentJin j such that the sum ofJin j and
Js exceeds the critical currentJc0 of the superconductor,32 as
exemplified in Figs. 1~b! and 2~a!. Nonetheless, we find tha
the simple sum of the maximum injection current density a
the supercurrent density still yields max@\kWF•(JW s

1JW in j )/(nse)#!Ek0 at low temperatures. Thus, the exce
momentum due to external quasiparticle injection is insu
cient to yield significant redistribution of quasiparticles. F
N-I-S samples with relatively thin YBCO, the small ye
monotonically increasingDJc with increasingJin j and in-
creasingT @see Fig. 5~b!# should be attributed primarily to
the increasing normal fluid density and the suppression of
superconducting phase stiffness.

More specifically, the efficiency associated with simp
quasiparticle injection in the N-I-S samples may be given
the following phenomenological expression:

hn[
1

N0
(

k
~122 f kn!cn~T!g~Jin j !'cn~T!g~Jin j !, ~3!

TABLE I. The values and references of various physical para
eters used in computinghs andDs

c are tabulated. Heret and t8 are
the nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor interaction integrals in
two-dimensional tight-binding model for the normal state ene
band structure«k of the CuO2 plane~Ref. 81!.

Parameter Value Comment

Dd 30 meV Eqs.~2!, ~4!

«F 0.51 eV Ref. 81
t 0.18 eV Eq.~4!; Ref. 81
t8 50 meV Eq.~4!; Ref. 81
g 1.02 Eq.~4!; Ref. 81
vF 23105 m/s2 Eq. ~10!

l tr
c ;1 nm Eq.~10!
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where N0 denotes the total number of quasiparticle stat
cn(T) is associated with the temperature-dependent frac
of the normal fluid and is a monotonic function ofT, g(Jin j )
reflects the weakening of the superconducting phase stiff
under increasingJin j and is a monotonic function ofJin j ,
and the quantity (122 f kn) ensures no double occupancy
the quasiparticle states. However, we have foundf kn'0 for
the entire range ofT and Jin j of our interest, so tha
N0

21(k(122 f kn)'1. Empirically, we find thatcn(T);$1
2@12(T/Tc)#n% where 0.5,n,0.9 andg(Jin j );(Jin j )

0.85.
The simulated example ofhn-vs-Jin j isotherms using Eq.~3!
and the valuesn'0.6 anda'0.85 are shown in the inset o
Fig. 5~b! for comparison with the experimental data.

In contrast, significantly different response of the cupr
superconductors to the injection of spin-polarized quasipa
cles is expected because of their relatively longer lifeti
and their strong effects on suppressing the Cu21 –Cu21 an-
tiferromagnetic correlation. Although we do not know th
exact interaction Hamiltonian for the spin-polarized qua
particles in the cuprate superconductors and therefore ca
obtain the quasiparticle energyEks , it seems informative to
estimate the approximate quasiparticle energy by apply
conventional theory for nonequilibrium quasiparticle dist
bution under charged particle injection to the cuprate sup
conductors. That is, we assume the validity of perturba
approximation as manfested by an effective chemical po
tial shift m* in the single particle energyjk .32,34,37Noting
that Jc is obtained by identifying the onset of dissipatio
where the maximum magnitude of thedx22y2-wave super-
conducting gap has been driven to a small value, we cons
the situation similar to that for a gapless superconducto80

Thus, the quasiparticle energy under spin injection may
approximated by

Eks5@~jk2m* !21Dk
2#1/2'ujk2m* uF11

Dk
2

2~jk2m* !2G ,

~4!

where Dk!ujk2m* u, and the corresponding quasipartic
distribution function becomes

f ks~T,Jin j !51/$11exp@Eks /~kBT!#%. ~5!

The chemical potential shift per quasiparticlem* due to spin
injection must satisfy the conditionsm* →0 for Jin j→0 and
m* → constant[m00* for large Jin j and low temperatures
wherem00* is a constant. Therefore a reasonable approxim
tion for m* can be given bym* 5m00* tanh(c1Jinj /kBT), and
the physical significance of the functional for
tanh(c1Jinj /kBT) is consistent with the average spin polariz
tion ~P! per quasiparticle in the superconductor. Herec1Jin j
5mB@m0(^ms&P/V)# is associated with the effective fiel
energy,^ms& denotes the excess magnetic moments in
superconductor due to spin injection,mB is the Bohr magne-
ton, m0 is the vacuum permeability, andV5Ad is the su-
perconducting volume. In the absence of a known interac
Hamiltonian,m00* andc1 are positive quantities to be dete
mined empirically. On the other hand, simple dimensio
analysis yields
s,
n
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^ms&5~mB /e!I in jts5~mB /e!~Jin jAts!, ~6!

wherets is the spin-dephasing time.
Anticipating suppression in the critical current dens

due to the presence of excess magnetic moments, we
relatedDJc to the effective magnetization (^ms&P/V) ad-
justed by the available quasiparticle states. That is,

DJc[~Jc02Jc!}(
k

~122 f ks!~^ms&P/V!

}(
k

~122 f ks!Jin j tanh~c1Jin j /kBT!, ~7!

where the effective magnetization (^ms&P/V) takes the form
of the Brillouin function for a spin-1/2 system, and the qua
tity (122 f ks) ensures no double occupancy in the quasip
ticle states. As a result,hs becomes

hs[DJc /Jin j;
1

N0
(

k
~122 f ks!tanh~c1Jin j /kBT!. ~8!

Strictly speaking, the quantity (122 f ks) in Eq. ~8! should
have been written as (12 f ↑2 f ↓), where the↑ spin polariza-
tion corresponds to that parallel to the effective magne
field induced by the excess magnetic moments. However,
effective field can be shown to be very small, as discusse
Sec. V. Consequently, we find (12 f ↑2 f ↓)'(122 f ks).

Following the analysis outlined above and inserting t
relevant experimental parameters as tabulated in Table I
Eq. ~8!, we obtained results similar to the experimental fin
ings for the F-I-S sample with the thinnest YBCO in whic
the effects of spin injection were fully realized over a wid
temperature range, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5~a!. How-
ever, a quantitative agreement with the experimental data
the thinnest F-I-S sample could only be achieved by inv
ing a large chemical potential shiftm00* associated withf ks ,
so thatm* varied from;700 meV atT!Tc to ;45 meV
at T→Tc . These values are unusually large, comparable
the band structure parameters. Interestingly, the empir
value m00* for T!Tc is comparable to 4Jex in the YBCO
system, whereJex is the nearest-neighbor antiferromagne
coupling constant, and the factor of 4 corresponds to
number of nearest neighbors in the square lattice of the C2

plane. While these large values ofm00* (T) are likely unphysi-
cal and should not be taken literally because of the quest
able validity of applying conventional theory to cuprate s
perconductivity, the following conclusions may be draw
from our analyses. First, the large magnitude ofm00* found
only in F-I-S implies strong effects of spin injection on c
prate superconductors, as opposed to the negligible chan
the chemical potential of N-I-S samples under current inj
tion. Second, the largem00* values in F-I-S suggest the brea
down of conventional perturbative approximation to the
teraction Hamiltonian of nonequilibrium superconducto
That is, a valid perturbative approximation would ha
yielded a small chemical potential shift relative to the r
evant band structure parameters in the single-particle en
jk . That the chemical potential shift derived from perturb
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tive approximation turned out to be comparable to the b
structure parameters is suggestive of strong interaction
fects associated with spin-polarized quasiparticles in cup
superconductors.

Despite the uncertainty in the magnitude of the chem
potential, the temperature dependence ofm* is directly re-
lated to that of the effective magnetization, and therefore
provide information for the spin-relaxation process. In p
ticular, for the F-I-S sample with the thinnest YBCO lay
(d540 nm), the spin-injection effects were already realiz
at low temperatures, suggesting that thec-axis spin-
relaxation length was either comparable to or exceeding
sample thickness over most temperatures of our invest
tion. Hence, the temperature evolution of the spin-depend
information deduced from those data may be considere
be primarily associated with that of the in-plane spin rela
ation. In contrast, measurements on F-I-S samples w
thicker YBCO contained convoluted information for both t
c-axis and in-plane spin-relaxation processes over most t
peratures except nearTc , and therefore could not be used
infer direct information associated with the in-plane spin
laxation. Thus, the empirically determined coefficientc1(T)
in Eq. ~8! for the F-I-S sample withd540 nm could be
approximately related to an effective in-plane spin-relaxat
time ts(T) by c1(T)'m0mB

2ts /(ed), and we find thatts(T)
ranges from;1024 s at T!Tc to ;1026 s at T→Tc

2 .
Such a long characteristic time scale is comparable to
spin-spin relaxation time obtained from the nuclear q
druple resonance~NQR! experiments,82 and is approximately
one-to-two orders of magnitude longer than the in-pla
simple quasiparticle recombination time determined fr
measurements of photoinduced activation of microwa
absorption.65

The above phenomenological analyses suggest that
injection of spin-polarized quasiparticles in YBCO appea
to exert strong influence on the microscopic quasipart
energy and density of states~DOS!, probably through ex-
change interaction with the short-range Cu21 –Cu21 antifer-
romagnetic correlation. Furthermore, the slower relaxation
spin-polarized quasiparticles relative to the already long
combination time of simple quasiparticles65 appeared reason
able because of the further reduced probability of quasip
ticle recombination before excess spin polarization can
relaxed. It is also interesting to compare the transport d
presented here with our scanning tunneling spectrosc
studies of YBCO in the F-I-S and N-I-S heterostructures t
revealed significantly modified quasiparticle DOS at 4.2
under spin injection and no discernible changes under sim
quasiparticle injection.54 The spectroscopic studies are n
only supportive for our finding of significantly longer relax
ation time of spin-polarized quasiparticles relative to that
simple quasiparticles, but also suggestive of direct influe
of spin injection on the microscopic states of the cuprate

Next, we consider the appearance of a diverging sp
relaxation length nearTc . In conventional superconductor
it is known that the characteristic quasiparticle relaxat
time tQ can diverge nearTc due to the vanishing supercon
ducting gapD(T) through the following relation32,33
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tQ~T!'
4tEkBTc

pD~T!
, ~9!

wheretE is the inelastic electron-phonon scattering time, a
D(T)5D0@12(T/Tc)#n, with D0 being the zero-temperatur
superconducting gap andn the order-parameter critical ex
ponent. This diverging behavior gives rise to stronger effe
of quasiparticle injection with increasing temperature n
Tc . The temperature interval for revealing such divergen
depends on the critical fluctuation regime and also on
temperature dependence oftE , and is generally very narrow
in conventional superconductors, becausetQ decreases rap
idly with decreasing temperature and competes with ot
characteristic times~such as the quasiparticle recombinati
time! at low temperatures. On the other hand, the criti
fluctuation regime of cuprate superconductors is known to
several orders of magnitude larger than that of the conv
tional superconductors.83 In the case of YBCO, the critica
regime associated with the zero-field transition tempera
Tc is estimated at approximately 1% –10% ofTc . Hence, it
is in principle more promising to observe this diverging qu
siparticle relaxation length in the cuprates nearTc .

In the preceding section, we have attributed the rapi
increasing characteristic length nearTc in the F-I-S samples
~see Fig. 4! to thec-axis spin-relaxation lengthds

c . Whereas
the transport of spin-polarized quasiparticles actually to
place along both in-plane andc axis, this attribution is still
reasonable because thec-axis dimensions of all F-I-S
samples were several orders of magnitude smaller than
lateral dimensions and therefore were most sensitive to
crossover of ac-axis relaxation length to the sample thic
ness. Consequently, the temperature dependence ofds

c could
be related to ac-axis spin-relaxation timets

c , at least semi-
quantitatively. If the spin transport along thec axis is diffu-
sive and if no spin-charge separation exists, we haveds

c

5ADs
cts

c, where Ds
c5(vFl tr

c )/(3lso) is the c-axis spin-
diffusion coefficient andl tr

c is the transport mean-free pat
along thec axis, lso(;0.1) is the dimensionless spin–orb
coupling constant,31 and ts

c is associated with the inelasti
spin–orbit scattering timetso via a relation similar to that in
Eq. ~9!:

ts
c~T!'

4tsokBTc

p^uDk~T!u&k
. ~10!

Here ^uDk(T)u&k denotes the angular average of thed-wave
gap, and the temperature dependence ofuDk(T)u is approxi-
mated by uDk(T)u;@12(T/Tc)#n. Assuming thattso is a
weak function of the temperature, we compare theds

c value
(;40 nm) at (T/Tc)50.1 with that (;160 nm) at (T/Tc)
50.9 and use Eq.~10! to obtain the order-parameter exp
nentn'0.65, which is consistent with the exponentn52/3
for the XY model. Furthermore, using Eq.~10!, the physical
parametersvF and l tr

c listed in Table I, and the empirica
values ofds

c(T), we findtso'10211–10210 s, which is con-
sistent with the theoretical estimate for spin-orb
interaction.31 We therefore suggest thatc-axis spin-relaxation
mechanism may be dominated by the spin-orbit interacti
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and the relaxation timets
c is substantially shorter than tha

associated with the in-plane spin relaxation, implying ani
tropic spin transport.

Concerning thec-axis simple quasiparticle transport, w
remark that the overall effects of current injection in t
N-I-S samples depend strongly on the transmission and
ergy relaxation of simple quasiparticles along thec axis, and
are therefore sensitive to the inter-planar inelastic scatte
mechanism in addition to the in-plane quasiparticle recom
nation. Given that thec-axis dimensions of the N-I-S
samples were much smaller than the lateral dimensions
overall effects of simple quasiparticle injection should
primarily determined by the magnitude of thec-axis simple
quasiparticle relaxation lengthdn

c relative to the sample
thickness, even though the in-plane recombination time
excess simple quasiparticles can be relatively long due to
existence of nodes in the pairing potential.65 Taking Eq.~9!
and the typical electron-phonon scattering time in the
prates, tE;10211 s for (T/Tc)!1 and tE;10213 s for
(T/Tc)→1, we obtaineddn

c5ADn
ctQ that ranges from

;20 nm at (T/Tc);0.1 to ,;5 nm at (T/Tc);0.9,
whereDn

c5vFl tr
c /3 is the charge diffusion coefficient alon

thec-axis. These estimates are consistent with the neglig
effect of current injection in the N-I-S samples with a thi
superconducting layer (;100 nm), and the finite~although
relatively small! suppression ofJc in those N-I-S samples
with a thin superconducting layer (;50 nm!. Due to the
rapid decrease in the electron-phonon scattering timetE with
T nearTc , a divergingdn

c(T) can only be expected if tem
perature becomes sufficiently close toTc so that the increas
ing value of^D(T)&21 with T compensates for the decrea
ing tE(T). A simple estimate using Eq.~9! suggests tha
0.999Tc,T,Tc would be necessary to manifest the diver
ing simple quasiparticle relaxation length, which is beyo
our experimental resolution for measurements of the co
spondingJc .

V. DISCUSSION

The phenomenological analyses based on conventi
theory of nonequilibrium superconductivity in the precedi
section suggest significant effects of spin-injection on
prate superconductivity and anisotropic spin transport, w
spin relaxation probably dominated by the spin-orbit inter
tion alongc axis and by the exchange interaction within t
CuO2 plane. Under the premise of high-quality F-I-S hete
structures and interfaces, the significant influence of sp
polarized quasiparticles on the microscopic DOS is lik
unique to the cuprate superconductors because of the s
correlation between the conducting holes and s
fluctuations.3,9,10Such drastic dynamic effects on cuprate s
perconductivity are reminiscent of the strong suppression
superconductivity and long-range effects induced by st
nonmagnetic impurities that substitute the Cu21 ions in the
CuO2 planes.17–28The short-range antiferromagnetic corre
tion has been considered to play a significant role in
cuprate superconductivity, and the static nonmagnetic im
rities in thep-type cuprates are believed to have broken
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antiferromagnetic correlation of Cu21 ions,16 thus inducing
localized magnetic moments and resulting in suppressio
the collective spin excitation and the global pairin
potential.21,24,25,27,28Similarly, we consider that the continu
ous injection of spin-polarized quasiparticles into the cupr
superconductors has effectively resulted in a quasistatic
romagnetic perturbation to the antiferromagnetic correlat
in the CuO2 planes, thereby yielding strong effects and slo
relaxation in the quasiparticle spectra.

Next, we comment on the possible relevance of param
netic effect80,84 to the observed suppression of cuprate sup
conductivity due to spin injection. We consider the spatia
averaged effective magnetic inductionBe f f due to an injected
spin-polarized current densityJin j . Assuming that thec-axis
spin dephasing timets

c and taking the polarizationP51 for
simplicity, we obtain an upper bound forBe f f :

Be f f<m0~mB /e!~Jin jts
c/d!, ~11!

where ts
c is related totso as given in Eq.~10!. Thus, we

obtained Be f f;1024 Tesla for d5100 nm and Jin j
5105 A/cm2. This effective field is clearly insignifican
compared with any critical fields of the superconductor, th
cannot account for the strong suppression of supercondu
ity under the injection of spin-polarized quasiparticles.

For completeness, we discuss in the following the pos
bility that the suppression of critical currents might be
spurious effect associated with the summation of an ini
supercurrent and an externally injected current, as rece
suggested in Ref. 85, and then comment on the prelimin
data taken on patterned F-I-S heterostructures. One may
jecture that as the externally injected current from the m
ganite underlayer enter the superconductor uniformly in
direction transverse to theJs measurement current in th
superconductor, as shown in Fig. 6~a!, this injected current
would affect the measurements ofJc

1 andJc
2 values differ-

ently due to the spatial variation in the local current dens
inside the superconductor. That is, one might assume
J1(y)5Js1(y/L)Jin j and J2(y)52Js1(y/L)Jin j , where
L is the length of YBCO along theJs direction,Jsi ŷ , and
further conjecture that theI -V characteristics of the entire
superconductor would be solely determined by small re
tive regions in the superconductor. More specifically, an
parent suppression of the measuredJc would be expected
becauseJc

1 would be reduced byJin j due to its direct addi-
tion of Jin j while Jc

2 would be unaffected and remains th
same asJc0.85 However, upon closer scrutiny, we believ
that such a hypothetical scenario has no merits for a num
of reasons.

Empirically, all existing data derived from the as-grow
and patterned devices can unambiguously rule out
current-summation scenario as the explanation for our ob
vation. First, had the summing of currents as depicted in F
6~a! been the dominating cause for the suppression inJc , we
would have found no change inuJc

2u and significant suppres
sion only in uJc

1u. However, such behavior hasneverbeen
observed in any of our as-grown or patterned samples. S
ond, this two-dimensional geometrical effect would have
sulted in a constant efficiencyh51/2, for all Jin j at all tem-
peratures, and for all samples, regardless of the sample t
~i.e., F-I-S vs N-I-S! and the constituent layer thickness. Th
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clearly is contradicted by the experimental data shown
Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! for the as-grown heterostructures and
Fig. 6~c! on the patterned samples whereh varies signifi-
cantly withT andJin j . In addition, for as-grown samples, n
appreciable suppression inJc could be detected in the F-I-S
devices with either a thicker superconducting layerd

FIG. 6. ~a! Hypothetical current flow patterns in the YBCO
layer of the F-I-S heterostructure under external current injec

from the manganite. The initial current in YBCO isJs along 6 ŷ
direction, and the external current enters the superconductor

tially along the x̂ direction. ~b! I -V characteristics of a patterne
F-I-S sample under injection currents from 0 to 2.
3104 A/cm2. The lateral dimension of the superconductor
(1003100) mm2, and the layer thicknesses are as indicated.~c!
The dashed line represents the requisite observation of efficienh
equaling a constant 1/2, if the geometrical effect of current sum
tion in ~a! were correct. The lower solid line is the result deriv
from ~b!, with the efficiencyh varying continuously withJin j . The
upper solid line is derived from another patterned F-I-S sample
(103100) mm2 lateral dimension and thicknesses as indicat
with h50.17. Clearly, the data do not support the curren
summation scenario proposed in~a!.
n

5160 nm) @see Fig. 3~b!# or a thicker insulating barrier~10
nm! ~Ref. 52! at all temperatures except very nearTc

2 , im-
plying h! 1

2 . Similarly, no discernibleJc suppression could
be found in the control N-I-S heterostructure withd
5100 nm,52 implying hn;0 for a wide range of tempera
ture. Third, the simple current-summation scenario would
sert thatJc50 if Jin j>2Jc0 for all heterostructures at al
temperatures, which is at odds with the data shown in F
1~c! for a control N-I-S sample. As mentioned previously
Sec. IV, such finding in the N-I-S samples is a clear reve
tion of the uncertainties in the injected quasipartic
momentum.32 Fourth, we note that the experimental resu
by Vas’ko et al.50 have demonstrated that the suppressionJc
in spin-injection devices is independent of the direction
current injection relative to the supercurrent, which furth
corroborate the notion that the positions of external el
trodes do not provide well-defined supercurrent distribut
within a superconductor. Finally, our previous scanning tu
neling spectroscopic~STS! studies of the YBCO layer in
both F-I-S and N-I-S heterostructures had demonstrated
tinct changes in the quasiparticle DOS only under spin inj
tion. The STS experiments were performed withJin j>0 and
Js50 at all times; hence, no complications from current a
dition were involved. Thus, we conclude that all experime
tal data to date clearly rule out the possibility of curre
summation as an alternative explanation forJc suppression
in perovskite F-I-S devices.

From the theoretical viewpoints, the current-summat
scenario assumes that the injected quasiparticles follo
well-defined current path, which immediately turn after e
tering the superconductor, flow toward the common-grou
terminal, and exit the superconductor after aggregating
that end of the superconductor, as depicted in Fig. 6~a!. In
other words, although the incident quasiparticle moment
was along thec axis, only the final momentum parallel to th
direction of the supercurrent in the CuO2 planes was consid
ered relevant. Such approach is unjustified for the follow
reasons. First, the hypothetical geometric effect for a p
tially varying total current density in the superconduct
would have resulted in a phase gradient in the order par
eter throughout the superconductor. Such a gradient wo
have incurred phase slippage and vortex formation in
superconductor, and the interaction of the nonuniform c
rents with vortices would tend to redistribute the curre
more uniformly to minimize the phase gradient. Thus, t
real current distribution inside the superconductor is
pected to deviate from the direct sum of currents as depic
in Fig. 6~a!. Second, the dynamic nature associated with
initial interaction of the injected quasiparticles with the s
perconductor plays a very important role in determining
nonequilibrium superconducting properties, such as the o
all quasiparticle energy and the DOS. These important p
cesses such as the quasiparticle redistribution and pai
combination could not be neglected unless the quasipar
relaxation times were sufficiently short so that the cor
sponding characteristic lengths were much smaller than
sample dimensions. However, as we have estimated in
IV, the in-plane spin-relaxation time could range fro
1024 s at (T/Tc)!1 to 1026 s at (T/Tc)→1, so that the

n
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PS
in-plane spin-relaxation length was on the order
1024–1023 m, comparable to the device dimension. T
nonequilibrium effect of spin-polarized quasiparticles a
peared to be long range at all temperatures in F-I-S sam
with thin YBCO, and therefore cannot be neglected. Thi
the current-summation scenario ignores the dependenc
quasiparticle transmission across interfaces on the degre
spin polarization, the quasiparticle energy, the no double
cupancy constraint, and the interface properties. Such sim
fication is neither theoretically rigorous nor empirically com
patible with experimental data.

In an earlier study of an N-I-S heterostructure,86,87 a sup-
pression ofJc

1 obtained was attributed to the effect of curre
summation in Ref. 85. Upon closer inspection of the exp
ments, it can be ascertained that the critical current had b
determined only in one supercurrent direction (Jc

1), while
the reversal of polarity was done to the injection current
the measurements. In reality, the experimental procedur
Ref. 87 gave rise to a branch imbalance effect associ
with the injection of charged quasiparticles.32 That is, revers-
ing the polarity of the injection gate current actually chang
the injected quasiparticles from predominately electronl
to holelike in character, or vice versa. It is known that
complete description for the branch imbalance effect m
include studies of both polarities of the bias voltage.32 Simi-
larly, showing the fullJc behavior requires the mapping o
both Jc

1 andJc
2 values, but no results forJc

2 were reported
in Ref. 87. Therefore, the current summation conjecture
mains unsubstantiated, contrary to the assertion in Ref.

We note, however, that the effect ofJc suppression due to
spin injection is weaker in the patterned F-I-S relative to
as-grown F-I-S devices, as shown in Fig. 6. In particular,
the patterned F-I-S samples of thicknesses 100 nm/2 nm
nm, we find thath'0.17 atT54.2 K, while at higher tem-
peratures, no discernibleJc suppression~i.e., h'0) is ob-
served even withJin j.2Jc . As described in Sec. II, the
constituent layers of most patterned F-I-S heterostructu
have shown substantial degradation particularly near
edge of the YBCO layer. Consequently, the degree of s
polarization is likely to be significantly compromised. Fu
thermore, severe interface magnetic scattering beco
likely as the result of overall material degradation. Thus,
weaker spin-injection effect on the patterned F-I-S device
not conclusive, and should not be considered as inconsis
with our estimated long in-plane spin-relaxation leng
However, ultimate empirical verification for the in-plan
spin-relaxation length awaits successful fabrication of hi
quality patterned F-I-S and N-I-S devices.

On the magnitude of the efficienciesh associated with
both F-I-S and N-I-S heterostructures, we note that they
generally small except at low temperatures in the F-I-S. T
is not entirely surprising because the YBCO supercondu
is known to haved-wave pairing symmetry, which is gaples
along the nodal directions. The pre-existence of therm
excited quasiparticles diminishes the significance of th
injected externally. Only in the low temperature regim
where the nonequilibrium effects become significant, d
one observe largerh in the spin-polarized quasiparticle in
jection. Similar findings of small efficiencies under injectio
f
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have been confirmed by a different experimental techni
through magnetization measurements of YBCO films.88

Finally, based on the phenomenological analysis of
experimental data outlined in this paper, we remark that
bulk nonequilibrium effects in perovskite F-I-S and N-I-
heterostructures appear to be conceptually consistent
the general descriptions for quasiparticles. In other wor
there is no obvious need to invoke spin-charge separatio
the superconducting state to account for the spin and ch
transport behavior in the cuprates.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have conducted systematic studies of the critical c
rent density (Jc) in perovskite F-I-S and N-I-S heterostruc
ture with different thicknesses of the superconducting lay
and have demonstrated sharp contrasts between the tem
ture and injection current dependence of F-I-S and of N-I
Within experimental uncertainties, the strong suppression
superconductivity in F-I-S due to current injection cannot
trivially explained by either the paramagnetic effect or
simple current-summation effect. Phenomenological ana
ses of our data suggest that the strong influence of s
polarized quasiparticles onJc and on the quasiparticle den
sity of states of F-I-S samples may be due to th
suppression of the antiferromagnetic correlation in the Cu2
planes of the superconducting cuprate. Assuming the ap
cability of conventional theory of nonequilibrium superco
ductivity, the strong effects of spin-polarized quasipartic
are manifested by the long in-plane spin-relaxation time a
large shift in the chemical potential derived herewith. In co
trast, no discernible chemical potential shift can be found
the N-I-S samples using the same analysis. The strong eff
of spin-polarized quasiparticles are probably unique to
cuprates and other superconductors that exhibit coexiste
of antiferromagnetic correlation and superconductivity, a
are reminiscent of the significant suppression of superc
ductivity due to nonmagnetic impurities in the CuO2 planes.
In contrast to the in-plane spin relaxation mechanism
exchange interaction, thec-axis spin-transport mechanism
may be dominated by inelastic spin-orbit interaction. A
though more accurate determination for the spin-relaxa
times awaits successful fabrication of patterned devices w
well-defined geometry and high-quality interfaces, our wo
has demonstrated phenomena of nonequilibrium super
ductivity in cuprate superconductors and the strong effect
spin injection. Further theoretical studies for the microsco
interaction of spin-polarized quasiparticles with the bac
ground antiferromagnetic correlation in the highly anis
tropic d-wave cuprates will be necessary to provide bet
understanding of the data.
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